
Gym Zones/Rules for each zone             

*All workouts are to be scheduled on an appointment only basis.         

*We require that appointments be booked 24 hours ahead of time.          

*When scheduling your workout please specify which zone you would like to workout in.       

*Whichever zone you choose is the zone you must stay in for the day. You can change zones for your next workout appointment.   

*All we ask is that you please follow the rules and do your part cleaning the equipment that you use.      

               

Zone 1: Big/PT Gym             

               

Rules:       Max Occupancy Per Hour:  Equipment Available:  

       3        
**Masks on at all times.         *Treadmill/Incline Trainer  
**6ft. social distancing         *Elliptical    

**Clean all equipment and cardio immediately after use.      *Recumbent Bike   

**4 cleaning stations located throughout gym.       *Cybex Equipment   

           *Free Motion Cable Machines  

               

Zone 2: Outdoor Gym/Deck            

               

Rules:       Max Occupancy Per Hour:  Equipment Available:  

       4        
**Masks on from front desk to outside workout zone.      *Treadmill 1   

**Masks NOT required during workout.        *Treadmill 2   

**Must clean all equipment and cardio after use.       *Elliptical    

**4 cleaning stations located throughout outdoor area.      *Spin Bike   

           *Free Weights    

           *Barbell with weights  

           *Heavy ropes   

           *Sleds    

           *2 TRX setups   

               



 

Zone 3: Back Gym/Outdoor Cardio            

               

Rules:       Max Occupancy per hour:  Equipment Available Inside:   

       5 (plus 2 trainers)      

**Masks on from front desk to back gym workout zone.      *All indoor equipment is available 

**Mask NOT required during workout.        to be used in the square you choose. 

**10x10 squares are mapped out on the floor to allow social distancing.     *Grab what you need and locate 

**Central equipment to be grabbed and brought to a 10x10 square.     an open square marked on the floor 

**Remain in 10x10 square for exercises.        *Remain in your square with current  

**If moving to a new square, all previously used equipment must be cleaned first.    equipment for exercises.  
**4 cleaning stations located throughout gym.       *If you need to move to another square 

           

clean current equipment before moving 
on. 

               

           Outside Cardio:   

           *Assault Bike   

           *Concept 2 rower   

               
 


